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TMG signs two-year extension with Cosmik 
Continued association in Russia establishes TMG’s 

international presence 
  

Agoura Hills, CA, May 13, 2008—Trifecta Management Group® (TMG) has signed a 
two year extension with Cosmik Bowling, the preeminent operator of entertainment 
centers featuring restaurants, bowling, billiards and arcade gaming centers in Russia.   
During its initial project with Cosmik, TMG created the family entertainment zone 
including arcade games and soft play attractions and developed related operating 
processes ands systems which are being integrated into new Cosmik centers.  The TMG 
concept provides a unique, world class entertainment experience which has allowed the 
Cosmik centers to broaden their appeal to families.  The first enhanced venue was opened 
in Cosmik’s center in the Ramstor Capitoly Shopping Center in Moscow, Russia in 
Spring 2007, followed most recently by their newest flagship location in the award-
wining shopping development MEGA Belaya Dacha. 

TMG will continue to assist in the roll-out and development of the Cosmik locations over 
the next couple of years.   In making this announcement, Bruce Nussbaum, a managing 
partner with Trifecta, said, “We are thrilled to continue to work with Cosmik.  Cosmik 
and Trifecta share common philosophies and goals:  to create compelling and 
unparalleled entertainment experiences.  Our collaboration with Cosmik exemplifies 
TMG’s international capabilities and worldwide reach.”  

Vladimir Annenkov, President of Cosmik added, “We appreciate Trifecta’s expertise and 
knowledge in helping us develop and roll out these family centers.  We look forward to 
our continued relationship as we grow the entertainment offerings of our business.” 

 

Cosmik founded its first Center in 1998.  Today, there are 12 Cosmik centers throughout 
Russia, in the cities of Moscow, St. Petersburg, Ufa, Kostroma and Krasnodar cities.  The 
centers offer their guests a wide range of entertainment, including bowling, billiards, 
restaurants, pubs, sports bars, large kids entertainment zones which include the latest in 
interactive video games, redemption, soft play areas and family cafes.  The centers 
average close to 50,000 sq. ft, with the aggregate number of guests visiting the centers 



exceeding 8 million annually.  Cosmik has plans to build 15 more centers over the next 
three years. 

More information on Cosmik can be found on its website, www.cosmik.ru. 

******************************* 

Trifecta Management Group® (TMG) was founded by the former executive management 
team that comprised the strategic, operational and development nucleus at GameWorks, 
the acclaimed restaurant and interactive entertainment concept.  TMG is built around two 
simple, yet focused, ideas:  (1) to create, deliver and manage compelling, customized 
restaurant and entertainment concepts tailored to the specific needs of the marketplace 
and (2) to maximize profitability for shareholders of retail concerns focusing on product 
enhancement, sales, management and operating efficiencies. 

Trifecta currently operates nine entertainment and restaurant venues in Ohio, California, 
Florida and Minnesota.  The current concepts created by Trifecta include the award-
winning The Corner Alley®, 4th Street Bar and Grill and Zocalo Mexican Grill and 
Tequileria.  Trifecta also has performed numerous consulting projects throughout the 
United States and internationally, including its alliance with Cosmik in Russia. 

The TMG management team has broad and deep experience operating restaurants and 
entertainment businesses domestically and internationally, with expertise in strategic 
planning, concept development, project management, training and ongoing operations for 
all types of restaurants and entertainment destinations.  TMG also offers a full array of 
consulting services to the restaurant, retail and entertainment industries, including 
Trifecta Learning Solutions™, a training/development system which uses the latest video 
technologies, promising to make training more efficient.   

More information on TMG can be found on its website, www.trifecta-mg.com. 


